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Abstract
Distributed intelligence in autonomous systems aims to achieve adaptability in communication,
sensing, computing, and control through strategic collaboration among multiple agents. It can be
applied to various forms of modern technologies to address challenges associated with unknown
dynamic environments, unspecified tasks, or human-in-the-loop applications. Three research topics
which employ distributed intelligence from different perspectives – but with shared knowledge –
will be presented in this seminar. The first topic is on tangible interactive games for automated
cognitive assessment and training utilizing distributed communication and self-synchronization
techniques. Secondly, distributed communication and control algorithms are further developed for
consensus decision making and global shape formation in a swarm of primitive robots with limited
sensing, communication, and computing capabilities. Lastly, Dr. Lee will present design and
fabrication methodologies for origami-inspired soft robotic mechanisms and potential control
strategies based on distributed control. In particular, a new compliant and continuum mechanism,
called TWISTER, and its embodiment into different types of robots will be presented.
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